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GUNDAM BUILD FIGHTERS COMPLETE COLLECTION
BLU-RAY

Street Date: 8/2/2016
SRP:
$74.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
The time is the near future. Years have passed since the 1980s,
when “Gunpla” – plastic models based on the “Mobile Suit Gundam”
animation – created a huge boom. Now, a new wave is sweeping the
world, in what could be called a second Gunpla boom. Its popularity
is driven by “Gunpla Battle”, in which assembled Gunpla can be
controlled and made to fight. With the introduction of this
revolutionary Battle System, its popularity has expanded to the point
that a Gunpla Battle World Tournament is held each year. The main
character of the story, Sei Iori is a young Gunpla builder who loves
Gunpla and dreams of entering the Gunpla Battle World Tournament.
As the only heir to a hobby shop, he has high Gunpla building
abilities, but he doesn’t know how to control them in battle and is
continually defeated in the opening rounds of tournaments. When he
meets Reiji, a mysterious boy with superb Gunpla control skills, they
team up to take on the World Tournament.
Contains all 25 episodes.
Bonus Features: Clean Openings, Clean Endings, Battle Selection,
Japanese Trailers and Commercials.
Audio: English and Japanese LPCM Stereo, English Subtitles, 1080p
widescreen.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
RSBLU1650
742617165023
7/5/2016
8/2/2016
$74.99
NR
WS
Japanese
English
3 discs / 625 minutes
Anime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

GUNDAM BUILD FIGHTERS COMPLETE COLLECTION
DVD

Street Date: 8/2/2016
SRP:
$59.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
The time is the near future. Years have passed since the 1980s,
when “Gunpla” – plastic models based on the “Mobile Suit Gundam”
animation – created a huge boom. Now, a new wave is sweeping the
world, in what could be called a second Gunpla boom. Its popularity
is driven by “Gunpla Battle”, in which assembled Gunpla can be
controlled and made to fight. With the introduction of this
revolutionary Battle System, its popularity has expanded to the point
that a Gunpla Battle World Tournament is held each year. The main
character of the story, Sei Iori is a young Gunpla builder who loves
Gunpla and dreams of entering the Gunpla Battle World Tournament.
As the only heir to a hobby shop, he has high Gunpla building
abilities, but he doesn’t know how to control them in battle and is
continually defeated in the opening rounds of tournaments. When he
meets Reiji, a mysterious boy with superb Gunpla control skills, they
team up to take on the World Tournament.
Contains all 25 episodes.
Bonus Features: Clean Openings, Clean Endings, Battle Selection,
Japanese Trailers and Commercials.
Audio: English and Japanese Dolby Digital 2.0 Stereo, English
Subtitles, 16x9 widescreen.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
RSDVD1648
742617164828
7/5/2016
8/2/2016
$59.99
NR
WS
Japanese
English
5 discs / 625 minutes
Anime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date: 8/9/2016
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

DARK WAVES

Synopsis:
Beneath the waves... secrets run deep.
Sophiane, an ex-French Legionnaire, brings his wife Jazira to a new home:
an ancient tower on the open sea. One day while he is sailing, Sophiane
finds three little gold nuggets and gives them to her. Soon they begin to deal
with daily strange events and the couple begins to face the past that both
desired to forget. Things turn out worse than they ever imagined as the gold
nuggets are, in reality, gold teeth that belonged to three pirates who now rise
from their watery graves to get them back.
DARK WAVES is a fairy tale with dramatic undercurrents. It shows a couple
whose love is tested and torn apart by a succession of strange events and
recurring nightmares. Pirates, ghostly figures, sea monsters, and golden
treasures all enter into the dark action. It’s a world redolent of ancient myth,
legends, sailors, and the siren call of the ocean.
Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

In Italian with English subtitles.
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BayView Entertainment
BAY2193
812073021932
7/12/2016
8/9/2016
$19.99
NR
WS
Italian
English
1 disc / 87 minutes
Horror/Fantasy

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

INTRO TO DANCE FOR BOYS:
USING HORTON AND WEST AFRICAN DANCE

Street Date: 8/9/2016
SRP:
$29.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Tracy Inman, Co-Director of the Ailey School, gives us a fantastic
demonstration and learning tool for how to structure a dance
class for young boys that is exciting, fun, and challenging; plus
how to create an atmosphere of mutual respect, discipline and
focus. The first part introduces the boys to the Horton technique,
a great technique for young dancers to explore movement and
how the body works, with appropriate terminology and positions.
The Lester Horton technique uses geometric shapes the young
dancers can easily see and understand. The 2nd part, with
Yahaya Kamate teaching West African dance, gives the boys the
opportunity to let loose, release their energy, and move without
restraint. This class is an instructive example of how to introduce
boys to a discipline of movement or sport.
Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
5

BayView Entertainment
BAY2182
812073021826
7/12/2016
8/9/2016
$29.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 71 minutes
Dance Instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

INDEPENDENCE FITNESS:
COORDINATION & BALANCE WORKOUT FOR SENIORS

Street Date: 8/23/2016
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Everyone benefits from practicing balance and coordination. Balance and
coordination take on an increasingly important role in maintaining
Independence® and wellness. Good balance and coordination are important
to help you get around town, live on your own and carry out your daily
activities. Coordination and balance exercises also help you walk more
confidently and decrease the likelihood of falls. If balance exercises are
challenging for you, we understand. Connie really struggles with balance—
which inspires her to do this workout even more. Featuring Connie Balcom,
ACE-Certified Senior Fitness Specialist.
Independence Fitness is the most comprehensive whole body exercise
program focused on strength, balance and flexibility for those over 50
determined to live the life they want. Check out the entire Independence
Fitness DVD series to help you feel your very best. Our goal for you is to live
fully—not to have a beach body or flat abs. We know you have things on
your bucket list to do—and we want you to feel great as you experience all
that life has in store for you. Because we know that everyone begins at a
different ability, Independence Fitness meets you at your own level and is
designed to encourage you to achieve your own personal goals.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2188
812073021888
7/19/2016
8/23/2016
$14.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 32 minutes
Fitness Instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

INDEPENDENCE FITNESS:
ABS & CORE WORKOUT FOR SENIORS

Street Date: 8/23/2016
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
When you were younger, you may have done abdominal exercises to make
your belly flat or to have a ‘6-pack’ of muscles. Although core and abdomen
exercises can help manage belly fat, they are important for so much more.
Your core is the center of your body. The stronger the muscles that make up
the core, the better off you will be. Made up of your abdomen, lower back,
pelvis and hips, your core protects your organs and bones and affects your
balance and stability. Core and abdominal exercises can improve posture
and balance, protect against back pain and/or injury and reduce your risk of
falls. The strength of your core muscles also affects your capacity to lift and
the way you walk, stand, squat and sit. When you exercise your core, you
also exercise your back and glutes. Abs & Core has both seated and
standing workouts. Part of the standing version is done on the floor. For
optimal results, you may want to use a resistance band during this routine.
Featuring Connie Balcom, ACE-Certified Senior Fitness Specialist.
Independence Fitness is the most comprehensive whole body exercise
program focused on strength, balance and flexibility for those over 50
determined to live the life they want. Check out the entire Independence
Fitness DVD series to help you feel your very best. Our goal for you is to live
fully—not to have a beach body or flat abs. We know you have things on
your bucket list to do—and we want you to feel great as you experience all
that life has in store for you. Because we know that everyone begins at a
different ability, Independence Fitness meets you at your own level and is
designed to encourage you to achieve your own personal goals.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2189
812073021895
7/19/2016
8/23/2016
$14.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 67 minutes
Fitness Instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

INDEPENDENCE FITNESS:
LEGS WORKOUT FOR SENIORS

Street Date: 8/23/2016
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Leg muscles are out to work in all of your daily activities from the moment
you get out of bed until the time you go to sleep at night. When you
strengthen your leg muscles, you can positively impact your independence
and wellness by leaps and bounds. You will improve bone density and
increase muscle mass as you increase the frequency of these exercises, the
weight you lift and the number of repetitions you do. Increased strength and
endurance in your legs help you live your daily life with more energy and
confidence. Leg workouts help improve your mobility and balance—and
protect you from falls that can cause serious injuries and consequences.
This workout is designed to build strength in the legs and overall body core.
It has seated and standing routines. Both versions will give you a good
workout and allow for many opportunities to progress. Featuring Connie
Balcom, ACE-Certified Senior Fitness Specialist.
Independence Fitness is the most comprehensive whole body exercise
program focused on strength, balance and flexibility for those over 50
determined to live the life they want. Check out the entire Independence
Fitness DVD series to help you feel your very best. Our goal for you is to live
fully—not to have a beach body or flat abs. We know you have things on
your bucket list to do—and we want you to feel great as you experience all
that life has in store for you. Because we know that everyone begins at a
different ability, Independence Fitness meets you at your own level and is
designed to encourage you to achieve your own personal goals.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2190
812073021901
7/19/2016
8/23/2016
$14.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 53 minutes
Fitness Instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date: 8/23/2016
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

THE LOVE MACHINE
Synopsis:
When couples seek therapy from relationship counselor, Dr.
Bradshaw (Jennifer Korbin), they are subjected to a strange
experiment beyond all imagination. Victims of Dr. Bradshaw's
insane revenge, the women are programed, via the Love
Machine, to brutally kill their mates when a hypnotic response
triggers their homicidal rage. Alice Haig, Erika Jordan, Carter
Cruise, and Jennifer Korbin star in this dark erotic thriller.
Directed by Dean McKendrick

Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
9

BayView Entertainment
REG2196
802993219601
7/19/2016
8/23/2016
$14.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 81 minutes
Erotic Thriller

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

